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Abstract

Huge amounts of data are available in large-scale net-
works of autonomous data sources dispersed over a wide
area. Data mining is an essential technology for obtaining
hidden and valuable knowledge from these networked data
sources. In this paper, we investigate clustering, one of the
most important data mining tasks, in one of such networked
computing environments, i.e., peer-to-peer (P2P) systems.
The lack of a central control and the sheer large size of P2P
systems make the existing clustering techniques not appli-
cable here. We propose a fully distributed clustering algo-
rithm, calledPeer dENsity-based cluStering (PENS), which
overcomes the challenge raised in performing clustering in
peer-to-peer environments, i.e., cluster assembly. The main
idea of PENS ishierarchical cluster assembly, which en-
ables peers to collaborate in forming a global clustering
model without requiring a central control or message flood-
ing. The complexity analysis of the algorithm demonstrates
that PENS can discover clusters and noise efficiently in P2P
systems.

1 Introduction

Huge amounts of data are available in large-scale net-
works of autonomous data sources dispersed over a wide
area. One such environment is peer-to-peer (P2P) sys-
tems, where a large number of nodes acting as information
providers as well as information consumers self-form into a
dynamic information sharing system. The information hid-
den in the data are valuable for many applications, such as
market analysis, scientific exploration and smart query an-
swering. Therefore, it is crucial to discover hidden and valu-
able knowledge from these data by exploring these sources.
Data mining techniques have been shown to be effective for
knowledge discovery. However, most of the recent research

efforts in P2P systems focus on data search and relevant
issues (e.g., [4, 13, 14, 16, 19]). To the best of our knowl-
edge, data mining in P2P systems has not been investigated
in depth yet.

In this paper, we take an initial step to investigate clus-
tering, one of the fundamental data mining tasks, in P2P
systems. Clustering, which groups a set of data objects
into clusters of similar data objects, can be applied in many
different problem domains, such as spatial data analysis,
scientific pattern discovery, document categorization, tax-
onomy generation, customer/market analysis, etc. Various
clustering techniques have been proposed for either central-
ized systems or distributed systems, e.g., [3, 7, 8, 11, 15].
However, these existing clustering techniques are not ap-
plicable to P2P systems. Well known clustering techniques
designed for centralized systems, e.g., K-mean [15], hierar-
chical clustering [7], and DBSCAN [8], require all data to
reside in a single site. However transferring all data from
widely spread data sources to a centralized server for clus-
tering is not desirable in P2P systems due to the lack of a
centralized server, excessive communication overhead, pri-
vacy concern, and etc. In addition, these clustering tech-
niques were designed to minimize the computation cost
and/or disk access cost. However, minimization of the com-
munication cost is the primary goal for the design of clus-
tering techniques in P2P systems. In works that perform
data clustering in distributed systems, e.g., [3, 11], eachsite
performs clustering on data objects held locally, and then
transfers the local results to a central site [11] or floods the
local results to the whole network [3] in order to obtain a
global clustering model. Different from these distributed
systems, P2P systems have no central site, and the sheer
large size of P2P systems makes it impractical for network-
wide message flooding. Hence, these distributed clustering
techniques are not applicable to P2P systems either. This
study re-examines the problem of clustering in P2P sys-
tems, identifies critical challenges involved, and provides
solutions to overcome these challenges.



One challenging issue that need to be overcome in order
to efficiently support clustering in P2P systems iscluster
assembly. A general idea for clustering in P2P systems is
that peers perform clustering on the data objects held locally
and then collaboratively assemble the locally obtained clus-
ters to form a global clustering model. The lack of a central
site and infeasibility of network-wide flooding makes it ex-
tremely challenging for peers to conduct cluster assembly.

We propose a fully distributed clustering algorithm,
called Peer dENsity-based cluStering (PENS)algorithm,
that overcomes above-mentioned challenge. PENS fol-
lows the design principle of DBSCAN ([8]), a well-known
density-based clustering algorithm1. We illustrate our pro-
posal in CAN [16], which is a well-accepted P2P over-
lay network supporting multi-dimensional data2. The main
idea of PENS ishierarchical cluster assembly (HCA). HCA
forms a global clustering model through peer communica-
tions only without requiring a central site or message flood-
ing. Peers collaboratively assemble clusters progressively
along a hierarchy leveraged by the CAN overlay. We also
present optimization techniques applicable to PENS. We
analyze the message complexity of PENS. The analytic re-
sult indicates that PENS performs density-based clustering
in P2P systems efficiently.

The primary contributions of this paper are three-fold:

1. We identify the critical research challenge involved in
clustering on P2P systems. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first attempt to investigate the problem
of P2P clustering.

2. We propose an efficient distributed clustering algo-
rithm, PENS, to facilitate density-based clustering in
P2P systems.

3. We analyze the message complexity of PENS, and our
analytic result demonstrates the efficiency of PENS.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Re-
lated works and background are provided in Section 2. We
present the details of our proposal, PENS, in Section 3. The
complexity analysis of the proposal is shown in Section 4.
Finally, we conclude this paper and outline directions for
future research in Section 5.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we review some works relevant to our
study and provide backgrounds on DBSCAN clustering al-
gorithm and CAN overlay.

1We select DBSCAN for investigation is because DBSCAN is efficient
in very large databases. It requires minimum domain knowledge to deter-
mine input parameters and discovers clusters with arbitrary shapes.

2While our proposed algorithm can be applied to other P2P overlays
supporting multi-dimensional data, e.g., SSW [13], we choosethe simple
overlay structure CAN for the clarity of presentation.

2.1 Related Works

We first review some representative clustering algo-
rithms and then look at some studies on parallel and dis-
tributed clusters.

2.1.1 Clustering

Many different clustering algorithms for centralized sys-
tems have been proposed. These algorithms can be classi-
fied into five classes: partition-based clustering, hierarchi-
cal clustering, grid-based clustering, density-based cluster-
ing, and model-based clustering. Partition-based clustering
algorithms partitionn data objects intok partitions which
optimize some objective function, e.g., K-mean [15]. Hier-
archical clustering algorithms create a hierarchical decom-
position of the data set, which can be represented by a tree
structure calleddendrogram, e.g., [7, 10, 22]. Grid-based
clustering algorithms divide the data space into rectangular
grid cells and then conduct some statistic analysis on these
grid cells, e.g., [1, 18, 20]. Density-based clustering algo-
rithms cluster data objects in densely populated regions by
expanding a cluster towards neighborhood with high den-
sity recursively, e.g., [1, 2, 8]. Model-based clustering al-
gorithms fit the data objects to some mathematical models,
e.g., [5]. All of the above clustering algorithms are designed
for centralized systems. Thus, they can not be imported to
P2P systems directly.

2.1.2 Parallel and Distributed Clustering

Some studies have focused on parallel clustering and dis-
tributed clustering. References [6, 9] propose parallel K-
mean clustering algorithms, which first distribute the data
to multiple processors and then let these processors execute
iterative K-mean algorithm in parallel. A processor broad-
casts its currently obtainedk centroids to all other proces-
sors. Once a processor receives centroids from all other pro-
cessors, it forms global centroids before starting the nextit-
eration of K-mean algorithm. Reference [3] proposes a dis-
tributed version of K-mean algorithm in sensor networks.
The idea is very similar to the above works. The difference
is that the algorithm is unsynchronized, i.e., different sites
are not required to execute the same iteration of the algo-
rithm at the same time. References [12, 17] propose dis-
tributed hierarchical clustering algorithms. The basic idea
is that each site first performs clustering locally, then trans-
fers some local statistics to a central site, which performs
global clustering based on the local statistics. Reference
[21] proposes a parallel density-based clustering algorithm.
Similar to the parallel K-mean algorithms [6, 9], the data
are first grouped into partitions and distributed to different
processors. Each processor first conducts clustering on its
local partition, and then sends certain data objects (called



merging candidates) to a central site for global clustering.
Reference [11] proposes a distributed density-based cluster-
ing algorithm. The basic idea of [11] is similar to [21]. The
difference is that the data are inherently distributed among
different sites, and various representations are proposedto
summarize local statistics to be sent to the central site.

In summary, the above algorithms either rely on a central
site or multiple rounds of message flooding to form a global
clustering model. Our study is different from these works
fundamentally since we focus on large scaled and fully dis-
tributed environments where a central site is not available
and flooding is not desirable.

2.2 Background

In this section, we review DBSCAN and CAN that is
necessary for understanding of our proposal.

2.2.1 DBSCAN

DBSCAN is a representative algorithm for density-based
clustering, which treats the regions in the data space that
are densely populated by data as clusters. In the following,
we give a short introduction of the DBSCAN algorithm. For
details please see [8].

The key idea of basic DBSCAN algorithm is that if the
neighborhood of a given radius (ε) for a data object has a
cardinality exceeding a preset threshold value (T ), this data
object belongs to a cluster. In the following, we list the def-
initions of terminologies regarding to density-based cluster-
ing from [8] for convenience of presentation.

Definition 1: (directly density-reachable) [8] An ob-
ject p is directly density-reachablefrom an objectq wrt. ε
andT in the set of objectsD if 1) p ∈ Nε(q) (Nε(q) is
the subset ofD contained in theε-neighborhood ofq) 2)
|Nε(q)| ≥ T .

Objects satisfying Property 2 in above definition are
called core objectsand the property is calledcore object
property.

Definition 2: (density-reachable) [8] An object p is
density-reachablefrom an objectq wrt. ε andT in the set of
objectsD, denoted asp >Dq, if there is a chain of objects
p1, ..., pn, p1 = q, pn = p such thatpi ∈ D andpi+1 is
directly density-reachable frompi wrt. ε andT .

It is possible that two objects of a cluster residing along
the cluster boundary might not be density-reachable from
each other. However, there must exist a third object, from
which these two objects are density-reachable. Therefore,
the notion of density-connectivity is introduced.

Definition 3: (density-connected) [8]An object p is
density-connectedto an objectq wrt. ε and T in the set
of objectsD if there is an objecto ∈ D such that bothp and
q are density-reachable fromo wrt. ε andT in D.

While density-reachability is a transitive but not sym-
metric relation, density-connectivity is both a transitive and
symmetric relation. Figure 1 depicts the relations on some
sample points whereε is the radius of the circles andT is 5.
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Figure 1. Density-reachability and density-
connectivity.

A cluster is defined as a set of density-connected objects
which is maximal with respect to density-reachability and
the noise is the set of objects not contained in any cluster.

Definition 4: (cluster) [8] Let D be a set of objects. A
clusterC wrt. ε andT in D is a non-empty subset ofD
satisfying the following conditions: 1) Maximality:∀p, q ∈
D: if q ∈ C andp >Dq wrt. ε andT , then alsop ∈ C. 2)
Connectivity:∀p, q ∈ C: p is density-connected toq wrt. ε
andT in D.

Definition 5: (noise) [8] Let C1, ..., Ck be the clusters
wrt. ε andT in D. Then, the noise is defined as the set of
objects in the databaseD not belonging to any clusterCi,
i.e., noise ={p ∈ D|∀i: p /∈ Ci}.

Note that not all objects in a cluster are core objects.
The objects in a cluster that are not core objects are called
border objects. Different from noise objectsthat are not
density-reachable from any other objects, border objects are
density-reachable from some core object in the cluster. In
the following discussion, we omit ”wrt.ε andT ” when no
confusion is caused.

The DBSCAN algorithm efficiently discovers clusters
and noise in a dataset according to above definitions. Ac-
cording to [8], a cluster is uniquely determined by any of
its core objects (Lemma 2 in [8]). Based on this fact, the
DBSCAN algorithm starts from any arbitrary objectp in
the databaseD and obtains all data objects inD that are
density-reachable fromp through successive region queries,
which return all data objects intersecting with the specified
query regions. Ifp is a core object, the obtained set is a
cluster inD containingp. On the other hand, ifp is either
a border object or noise, the obtained set is empty andp is
assigned to the noise. The above procedure is then invoked
with next object inD that has not been examined before.
This process continues till all data objects are examined.

2.2.2 Content Addressable Network (CAN)

CAN organizes the logical data space as ak-dimensional
Cartesian space and partitions the space intozones, each of
which is taken charge of by one or more peers, called as



zone owners. When a new node joins, it obtains a random
point in the space and joins the zone covering the random
point. The owner of the zone to be joined splits its zone
into two equal-sized sub-zones along the dimension chosen
in round robin fashion. A data object is mapped to a point
in the space and the index for the data object is stored at the
peer whose zone covers the corresponding point. In addi-
tion to indexing data objects, peers maintain routing tables
which consist of pointers to neighboring subspaces along
each dimension. Routing from a source zone to a destina-
tion zone is performed greedily by always forwarding the
message to the peer in the routing table that is closest to the
destination zone.

CAN provides two fundamental operations:PUT and
GET. When a peer has a new sharable data objecta, it in-
vokes PUT(a) to publish the index information fora to the
owner of the zone coveringa. When a peer wants to retrieve
the index information for a data objecta, it invokes GET(a)
to obtain this information from the owner of the zone cov-
eringa.

2.3 System Model

Assume that there areN peer nodes in the system, where
each peer nodei has a datasetUi (i = 1, 2, ..., N ) con-
sisting ofni (ni ≫ 1) data objects represented by theirk-
dimensional feature vectors. Note that the number of data
objects (n =

∑N

1 ni) in the system is much greater than
the number of nodes in the system, i.e.,n ≫ N . The union
of the datasetUi is U and the domain ofU is D ∈ Rk,
whereR is the set of real numbers in the range of{0, 1}3.
Each data objectx ∈ D is represented by a feature vector
x = {x1, x2, ..., xk}. Without loss of generality, we as-
sume the distance (dissimilarity) between two data objects,
d(x, y) wherex, y ∈ D, is their Euclidean distance, i.e.,
√

∑k

j=1(xj − yj)2.

A data object is mapped to a point in ak-dimensional
Cartesian space. TheN peer nodes form into ak-
dimensional CAN overlay over this Cartesian space. We
modify the CAN overlay slightly as follows. When a peer
joins the system, the owner of the zone to be joined splits
its zone into two only if the total number of data objects
mapped to this zone exceeds some threshold valueM . With
this minor modification, a zone is not splitted unless it is
overloaded with data objects. In following discussions, only
the feature vectors of data objects are required for cluster-
ing. Therefore, for brevity, we refer the feature vector of a
data object as the data object itself. In addition, we refer the
data objects mapped to the zone of a peer as this peer’s data
objects whenever the context is clear.

3We can always normalize the attributes with domain not in the range
of {0, 1}.

3 Peer Density-based Clustering

We design a fully distributed density-based clustering al-
gorithm in P2P systems, calledPeer dENsity-based cluSter-
ing (PENS). PENS addresses the challenging issue raised
by clustering in P2P systems, i.e., cluster assembly, through
HCA (hierarchical cluster assembly). To perform cluster-
ing over the whole set of data objects stored in P2P sys-
tems, each peer first conducts clustering over the data ob-
jects mapped to its zone to obtain local clusters or noise
within its zone. Then peers invoke HCA to assemble local
clusters progressively to form a global clustering model.

In the following, we further introduce some definitions
and terms used in the remaining discussions. We then
present the details of HCA in Section 3.1. Lastly, we dis-
cuss some optimization technique applicable to PENS.

In the following, ”region” refers to a portion of the data
space. It may consist of one single zone or multiple neigh-
boring zones. The precise definition of region is deferred to
Section 3.1.1.

Definition 7: (cluster within Region i) LetDi be the set
of data objects mapped to Regioni. A cluster within Region
i, C, wrt. ε andT is a nonempty subset ofDi satisfying the
following conditions: 1) Maximality:∀p, q ∈ Di: if q ∈ C
andp >Di

q wrt. ε andT , then alsop ∈ C. 2) Connectivity:
∀p, q ∈ C: p is density-connected toq wrt. ε andT in Di.

Definition 8: (noise within Region i) Let C1, ..., Ck

be the clusters within Regioni wrt. ε andT . Then, the
noise within Region iis defined as the set of objects in the
databaseDi not belonging to any clusterCi within Region
i, i.e., noise ={p ∈ Di|∀j: p /∈ Cj}.

Definition 9: (cluster covering Zonei) Let Di be the
set of data objects mapped to Zonei andD be the union of
all Di (1 ≤ i ≤ N ). Let C be a cluster inD. C is acluster
covering Zone iif ∃p ∈ C: p ∈ Di.

Recall that to perform clustering in PENS, before in-
voking HCA, peers first perform clustering locally based
on the DBSCAN algorithm as introduced in Section 2.2.14.
When peers finish clustering locally, the data objects in each
zone are classified as either local clusters or noise within
a zone. Each local cluster is given a unique LocalClus-
terID, denoted by<ZoneID, ClusterID>, where ZoneID is
the unique identifier of a zone (how to obtain the ZoneID is
described later) and ClusterID is the unique identifier of a
local cluster within the zone. We also given a unique Local-
ClusterID to data objects that are considered noise locally.

4In this paper, we adopt the heuristics developed in [8] to obtain the
setting forε andT from the ”thinnest” region of a cluster. For details onε

andT settings, please refer to [8].



3.1 Hierarchical Cluster Assembly

While a central site is not available and network-wide
message flooding is impractical in P2P systems, it is ex-
tremely challenging to assemble local clusters and obtain
a global clustering model. Hierarchical clustering assembly
(HCA) is proposed to address this issue. HCA enables peers
to collaboratively form a global clustering model through
peer communication only. The basic idea of HCA is that
the clusters within smaller regions (or zones) are assembled
to form clusters within larger regions. These clusters are
then assembled to form clusters within even larger regions.
This hierarchical process continues until the clusters in the
whole data space are formed. HCA consists of three tasks:

• Hierarchy Formation: To form a hierarchy in P2P
systems which is used for cluster assembly.

• Cluster Expansion Check: To determine whether lo-
cally obtained clusters can be expanded to other zones
and obtain the corresponding cluster expansion infor-
mation.

• Cluster Merging: To merge clusters according to
cluster expansion information along the hierarchy to
obtain a global clustering model.

In the following, we address these three tasks in details.

3.1.1 Hierarchy Formation

We observe that the CAN overlay can be leveraged to form
a hierarchical structure, which can be used for cluster as-
sembly. We call this hierarchical structure asvirtual peer
tree (VPtree). In the following, we introduce the concept of
VPtree and some relevant terms.

The history of space partition during CAN overlay con-
struction can be represented by a virtual binary tree. The
root of the tree represents the initial data space and the two
subtrees of each node represent the two subspaces generated
by a partition event. We encode the binary tree by assigning
bit 0 and 1 to the left and right edges of each tree node, re-
spectively. A tree node obtains a tree label by concatenating
the edge labels on the path from the root to itself. The tree
label uniquely identifies a node in the tree. This encoded bi-
nary tree is the VPtree. Note that the VPtree is virtual only
and it is not stored anywhere in the system.

The two equal-sized subspaces generated from a parti-
tion event are calledbuddy regions. We useregionas a gen-
eral term to represent the subspace consisting of one single
zone or two buddy regions. The regions that undergox par-
titions correspond to the nodes at depthx in the VPtree, and
they are calledlevel-x regions(thus, the leaf nodes of VP-
tree are also zones). For instance, the whole data space is
level-0 region and the two buddy regions generated from the

first partition (corresponding to the two subtrees of the root
node) are level-1 regions. The tree label for a node in the
VPtree serves as theRegionIDfor the corresponding region
of an internal tree node, or theZoneIDfor the corresponding
zone of a leaf node.

Figure 2 depicts the VPtree structure and the correspond-
ing regions for a CAN in 2-dimension Cartesian space. The
Cartesian space is partitioned along Dimension1 and 2
(marked asd1 andd2 in the figure) in round robin fashion.
In this example, level-5 ZonesM (with ZoneID11110) and
N (with ZoneID11111) are buddy zones. Similarly, level-4
ZoneJ (with ZoneID1110) and the region (with RegionID
1111) composed of ZoneM andN are buddy regions.
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Figure 2. Illustrative example of VPtree.

3.1.2 Cluster Expansion Check

The task of cluster expansion check is to determine whether
and how local clusters within a zone can be expanded to
other zones and obtain the corresponding cluster expansion
information. In the following, we first discuss some obser-
vations, which facilitate cluster expansion check. We then
explain how cluster expansion check is performed in details.

After careful examination, we have following two obser-
vations:

• If all data objects of a cluster within Zonei are at least
ε away from the boundary of Zonei, this cluster is
also a cluster in the whole data space, i.e., this cluster
is non-expandable.

• If a cluster within Zonei can be expanded to include
other data objects outside of Zonei, i.e., this cluster
is expandable, there exists at least one data object in
this cluster whoseε-neighborhood contains some data
objects outside of Zonei.

We call the region inside Zonei that is within ε to the
boundary of Zonei asε-inner-boundaryof Zonei, and the



region outside of Zonei that is within ε to the boundary
of Zone i as ε-outer-boundaryof Zone i. Observation 1
implies that if no data object of a cluster within a zone re-
sides in theε-inner-boundary of the zone, this cluster is not
expandable. Observation 2 implies that if a cluster within
a zone can be expanded to other zones, there must exist
some data objects of this cluster in theε-inner-boundary of
this zone whoseε-neighborhood contains some data objects
in theε-outer-boundary of this zone. In the following dis-
cussions, we refer theε-inner-boundary of a zone as the
ε-inner-boundary andε-outer-boundary of a zone as theε-
outer-boundary whenever the context is clear. Figure 3 il-
lustrates examples of an expandable cluster (A2) and a non-
expandable cluster (A1) within Zone A (depicted by the
rectangle). The shaded areas indicate theε-inner-boundary
andε-outer-boundary of ZoneA, respectively.

−inner−boundaryε
−outer−boundaryε

Zone A

non−expandable
A1

expandable
A2

B1

Figure 3. Expandable or non-expandable clusters.

The above two observations can be generalized to fol-
lowing two formal theorems:

Theorem 1: Let D, Di andDi in be the set of data ob-
jects in the whole data space, the set of data objects mapped
to Zone i, the set of data objects mapped to theε-inner-
boundary, respectively. LetC be a cluster within Zonei. If
∀p ∈ C: p ∈ Di − Di in, C is a cluster inD.
Proof: Omitted due to space constraint.

Theorem 2: Let Di in andDi out be the set of data ob-
jects mapped to theε-inner boundary andε-outer-boundary
of Zonei, respectively. LetC be a cluster within Zonei. If
C can be expanded to other zones, there exists a pair of data
objectsp andq whereq ∈ C, q ∈ Di in andp ∈ Di out

such thatp is directly density-reachable fromq.
Proof: Omitted due to space constraint.

According to Theorem 2, in order to determine whether
a local cluster within a zone can be expanded, we only need
to examine whether this cluster is affected by the data ob-
jects in theε-outer-boundary. In addition, only the data ob-
jects in theε-inner-boundary might be affected, i.e., change
their core object property (mentioned in Section 2.2.1), by
these data objects in theε-outer-boundary. Therefore, clus-
ter expansion check proceeds as follows. A peer first ob-
tains the data objects in theε-outer-boundary by a region

query. Then through local computation, the peer examines
the ε-neighborhood for each of the data objects in theε-
inner-boundary. There are four possible cases for each of
such data objectp:

1. Noise:|Nε(p)| < T .

2. New cluster: |Nε(p)| ≥ T , and all data objects in
Nε(p) are previous noise objects within zones.

3. Cluster extension:|Nε(p)| ≥ T , and some data objects
in Nε(p) belong to one cluster within a zone, while
others are noise objects within zones.

4. Cluster merging:|Nε(p)| ≥ T , and some data objects
in Nε(p) belong to two or more clusters within zones
while others are noise objects within zones.

Figure 4 illustrates the four cases. Note that different
cases might coexist in some scenario. For instance, in Fig-
ure 4(d) the two clustersA2 andB1 are merged. In addi-
tion, some noise object is added to the newly merged cluster
as well.

noise

p p

new cluster 

(a) (b)

cluster extension

A2

p

cluster merging & extension

A2

B1

p

(c) (d)

Figure 4. Illustrative examples for cluster expansion
check.

For the first case, we do not need to do anything. For
the latter three cases, the owner of the zone needs to record
cluster expansion information, formally denoted asclus-
ter expansion set (CES), which indicates how local clusters
within a zone can be expanded outside of the zone. CES
consists of cluster expansion entries for each local cluster
that can be expanded to other zones. Each cluster expansion
entry consists of two parts, i.e.,present coverage (Pcover-
age) and expandable coverage (Ecoverage), where Pcov-
erage includes the LocalClusterID for a local expandable
cluster within the zone, and Ecoverage includes the Local-
ClusterIDs for the clusters or noise objects in theε-outer-
boundary that this local cluster can be expanded to.



3.1.3 Cluster Merging

Cluster merging assembles local clusters according to CESs
obtained previously along the VPtree to form a global clus-
tering model. To preform cluster merging, the CESs of two
buddy zones are first delivered to their parent in the VPtree
where the clusters within the two buddy zones are assem-
bled to form larger clusters and the two CESs are merged to
form a new CES for the region consisting of the two buddy
zones. The CESs of two buddy regions are then delivered to
their parent where the cluster assembly and CES merge take
place accordingly. This process continues till the root of
VPtree (corresponding to the whole data space) is reached.
In order to perform above process, we need to address fol-
lowing four questions:

• Who should be thearbiter acting as the parent for
merging clusters in two buddy regions?

• Who should be therepresentativeto deliver the rele-
vant information to the parent along the VPtree?

• How should the CESs be merged at an arbiter?

• What information should be forwarded along the VP-
tree?

In the following, we address these four questions and dis-
cuss the algorithmic details of cluster merging.

To minimize communication overheads, the arbiter for a
region is chosen as the peer in charge of the zone within the
specified region that is closest to the center of data space.
The representative for a region is chosen among the arbiter
for this region and the two representatives representing the
two corresponding buddy regions. The selection is made
according to the current processing load, bandwidth, etc.,at
these three peers (when one of the representatives is chosen
as the arbiter, one message instead of two is incurred to for-
ward CES to the arbiter). Once the arbiter receives CESs
from the two representatives of the corresponding buddy
regions, it merges them to form a new set of CES (to be
detailed shortly).

Figure 5 illustrates one example for arbiter selection in
the top right region from Figure 2. The owner of ZoneM
acts as the arbiter for the Region1111 (consisting of the two
buddy zonesM andN ) since ZoneM is closer to the center
of data space. Thus, the owner of ZoneN forwards its CES
to the owner of ZoneM . Between the owners of ZoneM
andN , one peer is selected as the representative for Region
1111 to forward the merged CES to the owner of ZoneJ ,
who is the arbiter for Region111 (consisting of ZoneM ,
N andJ). Similarly, the owner of ZoneL forwards its CES
to the owner of ZoneI, who is the arbiter for Region110.
Then, the CESs of Region111 and110 are merged at the
owner of ZoneI, who is the arbiter for Region11.
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11011100
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Figure 5. Illustrative example for arbiter selection
during cluster merging.

We now proceed to the details of how CESs are merged
and corresponding local clusters are assembled at an arbiter.
We assume that the two buddy regions are RegionA andB
and the corresponding CESs are SetA andB, respectively.
The merged result is stored back to Set B. Recall that each
entry in Set A and B indicates how a local cluster in Region
A andB can be expanded. Without loss of generality, we
start to examine SetA first to determine whether a cluster
in RegionA can be expanded to RegionB. For each entryi
in A (Ai), the arbiter checks whether there is some overlap
between Ecoverage ofAi and Pcoverage of an entryj from
B (Bj). An non-empty overlapping set between these two
indicates that the local cluster (or noise objects) in RegionA
corresponding toAi can be combined with the local cluster
(or noise objects) in RegionB corresponding toBj . In this
case, these two clusters are merged as follows. Pcoverage
of Ai is added to Pcoverage ofBj . The overlapping set
is then removed from Ecoverage ofAi. In addition, the
updated Ecoverage ofAi is added to Ecoverage ofBj . If
Ecoverage ofAi becomes empty, the corresponding cluster
can not be expanded any more. Thus, the examination for
Ai terminates andAi is removed fromA. After all cluster
expansion entries inA are examined, ifA is not empty at
this moment, the remaining entries inA are added toB.

Bm Bn

Ai

Figure 6. Illustrative example for one cluster to be
merged with two clusters.



Up to now, we have merged a cluster in RegionA with
a cluster in RegionB. In some cases, it is possible that
a cluster in RegionA, e.g.,Ai, can be merged with two
or more different clusters in RegionB, Bm, Bn as shown
in Figure 6. Using the procedure described above,Ai and
Bm are merged into one larger cluster, andAi andBn are
merged into another larger cluster. However, in this case,
Bm, Bn andAi should be merged (note that the symmet-
ric case where a cluster in RegionB can be merged with
two or more clusters in RegionA is already handled, since
whenever a cluster inA is merged withB, the correspond-
ing cluster expansion entry inB is expanded with the cor-
responding entry fromA). To achieve this, we examine
whether two clusters in setB have some overlap in their
Pcoverage. If there are, merging is performed by combining
their Pcoverage and Ecoverage. The algorithm for merging
CESs is illustrated in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm for merging CESs at an arbiter.
Merging CESs (A andB are the two CESs to be merged. The merged
results are stored inB.)
1: for i = 1 to |A| do
2: for j = 1 to |B| do
3: U = Ai.Ecoverage ∩ Bj .P coverage

4: if U 6= φ then
5: Bj .P coverage = Bj .P coverage ∪ Ai.P coverage

6: Ai.Ecoverage = Ai.Ecoverage − U

7: Bj .Ecoverage = Bj .Ecoverage ∪ Ai.Ecoverage

8: if Ai.Ecoverage = φ then
9: A = A − {Ai}

10: end if
11: end if
12: end for
13: end for
14: if A 6= φ then
15: B = B ∪ A

16: end if
17: i = 1
18: while i < |B| do
19: for j = i + 1 to |B| do
20: U = Bi.PCoverage ∩ Bj .P coverage

21: if U 6= φ then
22: Bi.P coverage = Bi.P coverage ∪ Bj .P coverage

23: Bi.Ecoverage = Bi.Ecoverage ∪ Bj .Ecoverage

24: B = B − {Bj}
25: else
26: i = i + 1
27: end if
28: end for
29: end while

In order to determine which information to be forwarded
along VPtree, the arbiter checks the merged CES to see
whether there are some clusters that can not be expanded
out of current region any more (i.e., empty Ecoverage). For
those clusters, there is no need to forward the correspond-
ing cluster expansion entry any further (this information is
retained at this peer for cluster membership propagation to
be discussed shortly). However, in order to obtain certain

global clustering information, e.g., the total number of clus-
ters, we need to indicate the existence of such clusters in the
messages forwarded up to the root of VPtree. Therefore, we
represent such a cluster byCRegionID, the RegionID of the
smallest region enclosing the cluster, to indicate the exis-
tence and the coverage of this cluster (the coverage informa-
tion is for cluster membership propagation to be discussed
shortly). CRegionID replaces the cluster expansion entry
for this cluster and is propagated up along the VPtree. Once
the arbiter for the whole data space (the root of VPtree) re-
ceives messages from the corresponding representatives, in
addition to merging the two corresponding CESs, it also ob-
tains the total number of clusters and assigns each cluster a
unique numeric GlobalClusterID.

Note that even though the clusters are assembled along
a hierarchy (VPtree), each node in the hierarchy only for-
wards one message and receives two messages. In addition,
the message size is not necessarily monotonically increas-
ing since the clusters that can not be expanded further are
simply represented by their CRegionIDs. Thus, HCA does
not impose high processing load at the root or nodes at the
high level of the hierarchy. Potential single point of failure
at the root or higher level of the hierarchy can be addressed
by extending our current HCA algorithm to have multiple
arbiters and representatives for each region, which is left
for future exploration.

3.2 Optimization Techniques

We observe that region queries are issued to obtain CES
(cluster expansion information) in HCA. The query region
in HCA is theε-outer-boundary of a zone (Section 3.1.2).
One optimization is to let a peer store the index informa-
tion for data objects mapped to the2ε-outer-boundary of its
zone (in addition to storing the index information for data
objects mapped to its zone). In this case, a peer can ob-
tain CES through local computation only. We analyze in
Section 4 that when2ε is small and the data dimension-
ality is high, this optimization could result in large saving
in message overheads with marginal extra maintenance and
storage overheads.

4 Analysis of PENS

We analyze the message complexity of PENS. Table 1
lists the symbols used in this section. For presentation clar-
ity, we assume that the average side length of zones5, r, is
not less than2ε, and the clusters are randomly distributed
in the data space.

5This is a practical assumption and we can guarantee that this condition
is satisfied in most cases by requiring the threshold valueM (introduced
in Section 2.3), the minimum number of data objects contained ina zone
to invoke zone splitting, is not less thane · (2ε)k.
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Figure 7. Message complexity incurred by clustering through PENS.

Table 1. Symbols used in the analysis.
Symbols Descriptions

N Number of nodes in the network
k Dimensionality of data objects
r Average side length of a zone
e Average data density
α Average percentage of clusters

affected by an insertion/deletion

Recall that PENS discovers clusters and noise through
local clustering and HCA (hierarchical cluster assembling).
While local clustering doesn’t incur any message commu-
nication, cluster expansion check and cluster merging in
HCA incur message communication. To conduct cluster
expansion check, a peer issues a region query to obtain
the data objects in theε-outer-boundary of its zone. For
a k-dimensional Cartesian space, theε-outer-boundary of
a zone intersects with the two neighboring zones (abutting
all but one dimension) along each dimension, i.e.,2k zones
in total, and other neighboring zones sharing each of the
vertex, i.e.,2k zones in total. Therefore, cluster expansion
check incurs(2k+2k) messages. During cluster merging, at
most one message is forwarded along each edge in the VP-
tree. For a tree withN leaf nodes, there are(N−1) internal
nodes, thus, there are(2N−2) edges in the tree connecting
these(2N − 1) nodes (N leaf nodes and(N−1) internal
nodes). Therefore, at most(2N−2) messages are incurred
during cluster merging. In summary, the message complex-
ity incurred by PENS is(2k + 2k + 2) ·N−2 = O(2k ·N).

Using the optimization as mentioned in Section 3.2,
no messages are required for cluster expansion check in
PENS. Thus, the message complexity is reduced to2N−2
(O(N)). Compared to the case without optimization, the
relative maintenance and storage overhead is proportional

to e·(2ε+r)k

e·rk , whererk and(2ε + r)k denote the volume of
the zone and the volume of the region consisting of this zone

and its2ε-outer-boundary, respectively. When2ε is much
smaller thanr andk is large, the extra maintenance and stor-
age overheads of this optimization technique are marginal.

Figure 7 displays the plots of message complexity in-
curred by clustering through PENS with and without opti-
mization under different network size and data dimension-
ality. In Figure 7(a), the data dimensionality is set to10 and
the network size is varied from64 to 16384 peers. From
this figure, we can see that the number of messages grows
linearly with the network size. The number of messages in-
curred by PENS with optimization is smaller than the one
without optimization. In Figure 7(b), the network size is
set to1024 and the data dimensionality is varied from1
to 10. This figure indicates that when the dimensionality
increases, the message complexity of PENS with optimiza-
tion is much smaller compared to the message complexity
of PENS without optimization.

In summary, the number of messages incurred by PENS
is proportional to the network size (N ) and is not related to
the dataset size (n), whereN is expected to be much smaller
thann. This indicates that PENS is efficient. In fact, for
any clustering algorithm in P2P systems, in order to form a
global clustering model, any peer has to communicate with
other peers at least once to exchange clustering informa-
tion. ThusO(N) message complexity incurred by PENS
with optimization is also the lower bound on messages com-
plexity for any clustering algorithms in a P2P system with
sizeN .

5 Conclusion

Peer-to-peer systems have become a popular media for
sharing large amount of information among millions of
users. While previous research efforts are focusing on sup-
porting search in P2P systems, obtaining hidden and valu-
able knowledge from these data through data mining tech-
niques is essential for scientific findings and many other ap-
plications. In this paper, we investigate clustering, one of



the most important data mining tasks, in P2P systems.
We identify the challenge involved in performing

density-based clustering on P2P systems and propose Peer
dENsity-based cluStering (PENS) algorithm, which over-
comes the challenge to facilitate clustering in P2P sys-
tems. The main idea of PENS is hierarchical cluster as-
sembly (HCA), which enables peers to collaboratively form
a global clustering model through peer communication only
without requiring either a central site or message flood-
ing. We also present optimization techniques applicable to
PENS. We provide complexity analysis on the messages in-
curred by PENS. The analytic result indicates that PENS
can efficiently cluster data objects in peer-to-peer systems.

As for the next steps, we plan to implement the proposed
algorithm and verify its efficiency through experiments. In
addition, we plan to explore other clustering algorithms and
data mining tasks in P2P systems.
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